Press Coin Locations Checklist

1. Once Upon a Time #2
   - Lumiere and Cogsworth – P
   - Belle and Beast – P
   - Mrs. Potts – P
   - Chip – P
   - Beast growling – P
   - Enchanted Rose – P
   - Gaston flexing muscles – P
   - Belle and Beast as Prince – P

2. Oscars Super Service
   - Snow White – P
   - Cheshire Cat (Alice) 2 of 6 – P
   - Aladdin (Princes) 3 of 7 – P

3. Once Upon a Time #1
   - Snow White with Bird – P
   - Grumpy with arms crossed – P
   - Dopey with hat off – P
   - Doc – P
   - Happy – P
   - Sleepy – P
   - Sneezy – P
   - Bashful – P

4. Tower Hotel Gifts #1
   - Goofy with microphone – Q
   - Bellhop Stitch – Q
   - Hollywood Tower Hotel 2019 – Q

5. Tower Hotel Gifts #2
   - Bellhop Mickey near Elevator – P
   - Bellhop Goofy with luggage – P
   - Tower of Terror Bellhop – P
   - Bellhop Chip and Dale – P
   - Tower of Terror hotel key – P
   - EST. 1917 Tower of Terror logo – P
   - Bellhop Stitch – P
   - Bellhop Donald – P

6. Tower Hotel Gifts #3
   - Bellhop Minnie Service Elevator – P
   - Bellhop Goofy room 131 – P
   - Bellhop Chip and Dale – P

7. Tower of Terror Courtyard
   - Bellhop Mickey Service Elevator – P
   - Bellhop Goofy with luggage – P
   - Tower of Terror Bellhop – P
   - Tower of Terror hotel key – P
   - EST. 1917 Tower of Terror logo – P
   - Bellhop Stitch – P
   - Bellhop Donald – P
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Press Coin Information at Disney’s Hollywood Studios:
- 132 total pressed coins
- 27 machines
- 126 of those are Pressed Pennies
- 6 of those are Press Quarters

Press Coin Machines:
- Mickey with Pluto – P
- Goofy with Disney logo – P
- Sorcerer Apprentice Mickey with dragon – P
- Donald with parrot – P
- Pluto with Disney logo – P
- Minnie with bow – P
- Chip with movie claspboard – P
- Director Mickey - P

Notes:

27. In Character
   - Snow White 1 of 12 – P
   - Cinderella 2 of 12 – P
   - Rapunzel 3 of 12 – P
   - Ariel 4 of 12 – P
   - Pocahontas 5 of 12 – P
   - Mulan 6 of 12 – P
   - Jasmine 7 of 12 – P
   - Tiana 8 of 12 – P
   - Belle 9 of 12 – P
   - Aurora 10 of 12 – P
   - Merida 11 of 12 – P
   - Alice 12 of 12 – P
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